One of the chief drawbacks of MPD thrusters is their low thrust efficiency. This paper presents a numerical optimization of the thruster nozzle and of the distribution of the self-induced magnetic field that occurs in the nozzle, with the goal of developing nozzle design guidelines. This model accounts for the pressure gradient and the Lorentz force, and optimization was performed using a genetic algorithm. The results showed that (1) large improvements in performance can be obtained in a model representing a thruster of practical size; (2) optimal location of the nozzle throat was at 15 [%] -30 [%] of nozzle length downstream of the inlet and the throat is an essential feature of the nozzle; and (3) the profile of the upstream portion of the nozzle (where most of the acceleration of the plasma occurs) is little affected by up-scaling of nozzle size.
x : position along the nozzle γ : specific heat ratio μ 0 : magnetic permeability ρ : density σ 0 : electrical conductivity Subscripts i : inlet th : throat e : exit
Introduction
As humanity expands its sphere of influence beyond the Earth's surface and into space, its new modes of transportation will execute maneuvers such as orbital modifications and interplanetary travel. For such long-term missions, electric propulsions have the potential to be more efficient modes of transportation than chemical rockets, as they offer higher performance in terms of specific impulse, although their thrust is low.
This study focused on one of the electrical propulsion systems, the magneto-plasma dynamic thruster (MPDT), which offers a high thrust density. MPDT has not yet been developed into any practical systems, because its thrust efficiency is low. Still, it has some advantages, in that it offers one of the highest thrust densities of all the electrical propulsion concepts, and can be easily scaled up. These advantages have spurred a re-birth of interest in this approach, in anticipation of manned expeditions to Mars and, eventually, to other planets. MPDT research must describe the details of the mechanisms of acceleration. Many reports have addressed this topic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 11) . Adjusting the shape of the nozzle, which are electrodes, has been shown to increase thrust efficiency 2, 3) . Few reports have provided numerical analyses of the optimization of the nozzle shape. This is because, first of all, electromagnetic fluid flow is difficult to analyze, and in addition, these problems have been intractable with conventional numerical optimization procedures. The models in the published numerical analyses [5] [6] [7] of MPDT considered only Lorentz forces and neglected pressure gradients; no one has performed a numerical optimization that considers both of the above parameters.
The present study avoided the conventional optimization procedures; rather, it employed the simpler approach of soft computing in an attempt to optimize the MPD thruster shape for realistic conditions. The optimization tool proposed by Nakane et al. 8) was used in this study. Calculations were carried out under more practical conditions, and the characteristics of the flow and the thruster design guidelines were discussed on the basis of the obtained solution for quasi-one-dimensional MHD flow. Figure 1 shows how the propellant is accelerated in an MPDT. First, it is brought to a plasma state by heating and ionization with an arc discharge. The plasma-state propellant induces an electric current in the system. At the same time, Lorentz forces due to this current and to the self-induced magnetic field act on the propellant. The reaction to these forces constitutes the main component of thrust of this engine.
Modeling

MPD Thrusters
In an MPDT, the shapes of the cathode making up the center of the nozzle and of the anode that surrounds it determine the distribution of electric current and the self-induced magnetic field. Since these distributions directly determine electromagnetic acceleration and electrode life, engine performance is strongly dependent on nozzle profile. Optimizing nozzle profile can improve engine performance.
Governing Equations and Analytical Conditions
The equations governing the flows inside an MPD thruster are called the magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) equations, consisting of the ordinary Euler equations plus equations describing the effects of electromagnetic forces (the Maxwell equations). The following describes a group of particles in a plasma when they fit Maxellian distribution 9) . 
In this report, the propellant was assumed as a fully ionized plasma of Ar + and the flow of it was a quasi-one-dimensional steady flow. Fluid viscosity, heat conduction, and plasma phenomena except Lorentz forces (ionization and dissociation processes, multi-step ionization, the Hall effect, etc.) were neglected. Using the conditions for quasi-one-dimensional flow, Eq. (4) can be re-written as follows:
These equations can be re-stated in dimensionless form using the definitions in Eq. (9) to establish the following simultaneous ordinary differential equations (10)-(13) that govern this system.
( )
( )
The analytical conditions for MPDT assume use of megawatt-class power (a region in which self-induced magnetic fields can sufficiently work). They are given in Table 1 
Optimization Formulation
Optimizing with a Genetic Algorithm 8)
The genetic algorithm (GA) is an evolutionary heuristic system that is an engineering model of the principle of biological evolution by genetic laws. It is used for optimization in a very wide range of problems.
In the evolutionary-learning process of GA, a group of solutions (individuals) make up a candidate solution set (generation). The individuals that provide values closest to the desired value (i.e., are the most efficient at adapting to the environment) are the most likely to be selected (survive), whereas the others are eliminated. These individuals are combined (crossover) and randomly create new candidate solutions (mutations) to make up the next generation. Thus, to use GA, an optimization problem must be formulated into a maximization problem. A GA has the following parameters: the number of population N P ; the number of genetic operations (selection, crossover, mutation) N G ; crossover rate R C ; and mutation rate R M .
This study employed a real-coded GA with roulette selection and the elitist strategy for selection. For crossover, the most important part of GA algorithms, the uni-modal normal distributed crossover strategy was employed.
Optimization Conditions
The ultimate goal of this process was to obtain the optimal nozzle shape that maximize the thrust efficiency defined by ( )
Let us turn to how design variables are selected. The variable that must ultimately be determined is the nozzle shape; therefore, the control variable should be the nozzle cross-sectional area distribution A(x). From the analytical conditions given in Table 1 , determining the magnetic flux density is a 2-point boundary value problem, which is intractable. Therefore, we have proposed 8) using the magnetic flux distribution B(x) as the control variable; this is permitted with a quasi-one-dimensional flow. In this study, B(x) was optimized instead of the nozzle electric current distribution.
GA is a procedure for optimizing variables; therefore, discrete parameter values must be used in order to express arbitrary curves (control variables). We expressed the control variable with third degree Bezier curves and optimized the control points for those curves. Let us specify parameter t ( 0.0
The function is expressed using control points P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , and 
T . Let us turn to the constraints. The effect of the magnetic field is incorporated in the quasi-one-dimensional compressible fluid dynamics in the present model. Compressible fluid dynamic theory then predicts that the efficiency is maximized if nozzle exit area A e is made infinitely large. Separation of flow occurs, however, so this trivial solution is actually not meaningful. Therefore, the constraint A lim was imposed on the maximum value for cross-sectional area distribution A(x). Other constraints were also imposed; for example, the plasma flow and electric current were assumed to always be in the same direction, and negative pressures were not allowed. Table 2 shows the parameters used for optimization.
Calculation conditions and Results
Calculation Conditions
The ultimate objective of this report is to discover the characteristics of the nozzle shape that provides the maximum thruster performance. In compressible fluid dynamics excluding electromagnetic factors, the value of the exit velocity, a key index of engine performance, is uniquely determined by the nozzle expansion ratio (A e / A th ), the area of the exit divided by the throat area. In MPDT, in contrast, the nozzle shape can and must be optimized. In the present study, to prove it to be right, the shape was changed at random and the effect on performance was calculated.
Next, the optimization of MPDT was initiated, and the characteristics of the final iteration were compared with those of previous solutions. A lim , the constraint on the maximum cross-sectional area, was initially set to 100 [cm 2 ] to be consistent with previous publications. Later, A lim was re-set to 150 [cm 2 ] and 200 [cm 2 ] and the optimizations were performed again in order to examine the effect of A lim on the results. Figure 2 presents the relation between the nozzle expansion ratio and the thrust efficiency when the nozzle shape is determined at random and the nozzle area is allowed to vary without limit. The optimal expansion ratio was indicated to be 27.1 when the pressure gradient was neglected. In experiments, Table 2 Parameters of optimization calculation Population N P [-] 1000
Random initial nozzle shape
Crossover rate R C [%] 50 Fig. 2 Relationship between expansion rate and thrust efficiency.
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Nakata et al. 11) found an instability at an expansion ratio of 3.57 due to insufficient propellant; however, those experiments employed lower propellant flow rates than assumed here. Figure 2 only shows estimates for thrust efficiency at expansion ratios between 1.0 and 6.0. All of the cross-sectional areas in the figure were less than 230 [cm 2 ]. The reader can see in Fig. 2 that the nozzle expansion ratio and performance are not uniquely determined in the practical range of 1.0 -3.0; the distribution of data points is quite wide. This indicates that the performance is greatly dependent on the nozzle shape. Also, when the maximum cross-sectional area was 100 [cm 2 ] (this will be the constraint in section 4.3), the final expansion ratio was commonly in the neighborhood of 2.5. The thrust efficiency was then improved by up to 0.14 by changes in the nozzle shape. These results show that the optimization is useful. Figure 3 and Table 3 show the results for nozzle profile and other characteristics when the optimization process was pursued while A lim was set to 100 [cm 2 ]. In Fig. 3 or later, we set the origin of the horizontal axis at nozzle inlet. Two nozzles (Ex. 1 and Ex. 2) whose maximum cross-sectional areas were close to 100 [cm 2 ] were selected from the group of initial shapes employed in the GA and included here for comparison. Figure 4 shows how magnetic flux density and current density vary with axial position for several nozzles with differing cross-sectional areas. From Eq. (13), the current density is the differential of the magnetic flux density. The product of magnetic flux density and electric current density is the Lorentz force, which is the source of thrust in the MTDT. As seen when neglecting the pressure gradient, the optimized shape is converging-diverging. It contains a throat at about 30% of the inlet-exit distance from the inlet, with an area about half that of the nozzle inlet. Downstream of the throat, the nozzle broadens until it reaches the extent permitted by the constraints. As the reader can see in Fig. 4 , the shape of the optimized nozzle caused a slight concentration of current density at the inlet. The high electrical current density at the nozzle exit appeared because of the constraint of the maximum cross-sectional area.
Optimization of A lim = 100 [cm 2 ] and characteristics of the results
Let us compare optimized shapes with similar shapes (with differing throat locations). The results in Fig. 4 for the optimized shape and Ex. 2 show that we obtain greater thrust efficiency in shapes when the throat is in the upstream half of the nozzle, concentrating current flow there, as compared with the case where it is in the downstream half. In other words, placing the throat upstream provides more efficient electromagnetic acceleration. Similarly, comparing the electric current distribution in the optimized shape with that of Ex. 1, with particular attention to the distribution of current density in the portion of the nozzle upstream of the more concentrated flow near the exit, performance is higher when the current is also concentrated at the nozzle inlet as compared with the case where it has a relatively uniform density. Plasma accelerated by Lorentz force in an MPDT is more easily accelerated in upstream portion where magnetic flux density is dense enough. However, if plasma is accelerated in upstream portion too much, the back electromotive force becomes too big. It is, as a result, that a slight concentration of the current in the upstream portion is most effective. Previous research 8) that neglected the pressure gradient (and the principle of energy preservation) came to the same conclusion; the present study considers the pressure gradient (i.e., the principle of energy conservation) and reproduces that result.
The thrust provided by the optimized shape was examined. When calculations were carried out under the same analytical conditions, the thrust efficiency from a simple anode with no change in cross-sectional area was 0.500. Thus, optimization brought about an improvement of 0.283 in the performance.
Influence of Constraints on Maximum Area
Lastly, we examined how much the current density (Fig. 5 ) and magnetic flux density (Fig. 6 ) vary with alterations away from the optimized shape due to alterations in the constraints on maximum cross-sectional area A lim . Table 4 shows the nozzle characteristics under these conditions. Figure 5 shows that the nozzle shape almost did not change at all upstream of the throat, despite the change in the constraint on A lim . The angle of the expanding section downstream of the throat has obviously changed. This was because the section was considerably expanded, to the maximum limit allowed for the cross-sectional area, in order to recover more enthalpy and impart greater acceleration to the flow. Still, as shown by the velocity distribution in Fig. 6 , the velocity gain due to enthalpy recovery was not actually very substantial with respect to the overall flow. In a previous report, we used a simple model to show that the upstream portion of the nozzle is more important than the downstream section 8) . That was also true for the present models. Table 4 shows that all of the throats in the tested nozzle designs had nearly identical cross-sectional areas. The throat area is strongly dependent on the discharge voltage V. The location of the throat was shifted upstream as the constraint on cross-sectional area was enlarged. This shift was due to the expansion of the exit, but the throat was moved only a maximum of 15 [cm] by a complete relaxation of the constraint. As stated earlier, performance is improved by concentrating the current in the upstream portion of the nozzle, but this effect is subjected to a limit; if the current is overly concentrated at the inlet, performance is degraded.
To summarize this section of the report: In MPDT, not much benefit is gained from enlarging the exit area of the nozzle; the efficiency of electromagnetic acceleration is much more improved by incorporating a throat upstream of the nozzle at approximately the 15% -30% position along the nozzle centerline, depending on the nozzle scale.
Conclusions
The following three conclusions were drawn from this investigation of an MPDT nozzle, considering both pressure gradient and Lorentz forces:
1)
Random nozzle profiles were analyzed for a thruster of practical size in order to see how much thrust efficiency would fluctuate with nozzle shape changes. This numerical analysis showed that, in contrast to the predictions of compressible fluid dynamics, thruster performance is not uniquely determined by the nozzle expansion ratio. Even at the substantial expansion ratio of 2.5, thrust efficiency can vary by up to 0.14 due to nozzle shape.
2)
Nozzle shape was optimized while holding the maximum area at 100 [cm 2 ]. The final result for the shape was a converging-diverging nozzle containing a throat at the location of 29% of the distance from the inlet along the centerline. The optimized nozzle increased 28.3% in thrust efficiency in comparison to a simple cylindrical nozzle. The results also show that inducing a slight concentration of the current in the upstream portion of the nozzle is more effective than concentrating it in the downstream portion or holding current to a constant value throughout the nozzle. This current distribution is selected by the result of trade-off of raising Lorentz force and keeping back electromotive force small.
3)
We also attempted to optimize the nozzle shape while constraining its maximum exit area to 150 [cm 2 ] and 200 [cm 2 ]. This approach also resulted in a convergingdiverging nozzle with the exit expanded to the maximum area permitted by the constraint, but expanding the nozzle exit area turned out not to be very beneficial. Placing the throat in the upstream half of the nozzle was essential to obtaining efficient electromagnetic acceleration. The best locations of the throat were in the range 15[%] -30[%]; the precise location depended on nozzle scale. In future research, the authors anticipate further optimization by considering ionization processes. Also, as has been pointed out, much of the thrust in a MPD thruster is actually produced near the cathode 11) . In order to estimate this accurately, a two-dimensional model of nozzle shape will have to be optimized on a cylindrical coordinate system.
